
You will be redirected to the next page which will contain the box shown in the image below where you will
select the content you wish to promote.
You have two options in choosing the Ad(s) Create new ad or Browse existing content.

STEP TWO: SET UP ADS 

NOTE: If you do not have any existing page
posts or no posts involving the ad format
selected (in this case Video) then the
browse existing content will be greyed out.

SELECTING: CREATE NEW AD

If the content you wish to promote is too
specific to be posted to your company page,
or is new content not yet shared-select
'Create new ad'.
 
 
 
 

You will notice the only option to upload is a
Video File-as this was the type of ad format
we selected on the first page.
 
As you type in your content you will see the
ad building on the right in real time. The
Name this ad would be a description to help
you differentiate your ads. Draft your text and
headline, Include a direct URL, not a redirect
URL, then choose the proper call-to-action. 
 
When you are satisfied with the final preview,
ensure the box is checked 'Add to Campaign'
and click 'Create'-don't worry you can always
go back and edit prior to launching.
 
After this you can select to 'Create new ad'
again to make multiple versions to be shown.



SELECTING: BROWSE EXISTING CONTENT

If you have a library of previous posts or ads
that you have created in the past, you will
select to 'Browse existing content'.
 
All of your content for the ad format you
selected for the campaign will appear (notice
only video posts are shown in our example).
 
You can search for content, or scroll through
the pages. Check the box next to the content
you want, and LinkedIn will generate a preview
for you of your ad on the right side.
 
The blue sponsor button will then become
active in the top right of the page. Once you
click this, your ad will be saved to the
campaign.
 
 

To make it easier to find existing content you can
search for key words in this box

You can add multiple existing posts, new ads, or a
combination of both to be shown. In the image to the
right you will see the selected ads.
 
 

ADS IN THIS CAMPAIGN

Click the settings gear next to Ads in this campaign to
open your options for running a multiple ad campaign.
 

To get the most exposure for your budget-leave the recommended
option selected.
 
When you are finished with this section click the blue 'Next' at the
bottom of the page to move to our last section!


